September 2020

Welcome Message to New Students
A warm welcome to the incoming class of new students from the KMS Library,
where opportunities to inspire await you.
For whatever reason that brought you to the Library, we hope that each time
you push through the exit gate, you are taking along something different,
something new. A book on a niche subject you find curiosity at first sight. A
second draft of your essay after consulting a writing manual. A new habit of
reading architectural magazines from overseas. A fully charged laptop for your
really long day. A revised group presentation after a rehearsal in the meeting
room. A plan to borrow and use an external library card on your day-off. A
refreshed mind with the panoramic sea-view still lingering. A souvenir from a
library workshop on using databases. A fresh copy of your CV. A new
perspective on a once-unfamiliar discipline featured at its special exhibition.
This is just the beginning of all the possibilities that can happen from your visit
to the Library.
Even if – due to changes in teaching modes – you are spending less time on
campus than it used to be, the Library is never out of your reach. Find the
ideas and answers you need through our databases and vast collections of ebooks and e-journals (we’re still exploring the possibilities of e-bean bags).
Take the opportunity to discover open access resources. Anything that you are
unsure about using the electronic resources, let us know by email, by phone,
or in person – we are ready to help you get back on track.
Welcome to the KMS Library!

Library E-Resources Overview

Concise tutorials on utilising electronic resources through Discovery Search
and subject guides are now available on the Library website. It serves as an
overview for patrons new to these services, but it is also a quick refresher for
patrons with previous experiences.

Resources Highlight: Cambridge University
Press
As a leading academic publisher, the Cambridge University Press provides
electronic access to academic journals and books in diverse disciplines. Each
journal offers the options of browsing articles that are most cited, read, or
recently submitted, and is often accompanied by blog posts and social media
platforms. E-books are listed under more specialised subfields under each

discipline, giving readers deeper insights on the categorisation and trends of
scholarly research.

Resources highlight: CNN 互動英語
The CNN Interactive English Magazine is geared towards enhancing English
listening skills and enriching vocabulary of English learners through real-life
media content. Each month’s edition provides a selection of fully transcribed
CNN global news stories and their original news clips through QR codes, thus
building confidence of English learners in reading and listening to English in an
authentic context. Supplementary materials such as glossaries, grammar tips,
Chinese translation, and audio recordings reproduced in slower speed are
provided to cater different learning goals.

Subject Guide: English
The latest addition of subject guides features collections related to the
academic study of English. The subject guide provides one-point access to ebook libraries and academic journals accessible through the Library. Guidance
on locating and navigating print collections under various subfields of English
is also provided, so as to foster strategic use of library resources in teaching
and learning activities.

Books Recommendations
English skills for academic studies / John Langan. (PE1408 .L318
2002 - General Collection)

The elements of style / William Strunk Jr. = 寫作風格之要素 / 威廉.
史壯克. (PE1408 .S772 2016 - General Collection)

Student’s book of college English : rhetoric, readings, handbook
/ David Skwire, Harvey S. Wiener. (PE1408 .S546 2002 Reference Collection)

The Penguin handbook / Lester Faigley. (PE1408 .F25 2003 Reference Collection)

The Longman handbook for writers and readers / Chris M.
Anson, Robert A. Schwegler. (PE1408 .A61844 2003 - Reference
Collection)
Style guides and writing manuals for academic English are available at both
General Collection and Reference Collection. They can be valuable resources
in building and consolidating reading and writing skills in English for academic
purposes.
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